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TRANSITION



TOWARDS RESILIENCY

Resiliency is a system’s capacity to absorb stress, recover critical functionality, and thrive in altered circumstances.

• Redundancy buffers a systems against unexpected shocks, even if at the expense of 
short-term efficiency (ex. Having different elements that achieve the same end: functional 
redundancy).

• Diversity of responses to a new stress helps ensure that systems do not fail 
catastrophically, albeit at the expense of the efficiencies obtainable through 
standardization.

• Flexibility allows individual elements to fail without the whole system collapsing.

• Embeddedness is the alignment of a system’s goals and activities with those of broader 
systems: supply chains, business ecosystems, economies, societies, and natural ecosystems.



AN OVERVIEW OF THE STATUS QUO

The focus lies on single revenue streams.

Every producer / country is specialized in its

core business.

The scale factor of these centralized models

force them to be dependant on fossil fuels.

Its all about economies of scale. The

processes are hugely standardized and

planification is uniform.

As a consequence of core business strategies.

The agri-food sector is inherent to safe

global supply chains.



WHY IT BECOMES MORE AND MORE OUTDATED 

• As much as it was a model that created a lot of growth and that 
successfully nourished the global population in recent years ..

• It is a model that is hugely dependant on cheap energy for its 
production and transportation. 

• It is therefore not sustainable anymore on an ecological and 
economical point of view:

- Energy prices rise and will keep on rising as fossil fuels become 
scarce resources 

- We can no longer count on a stable climate for predicted production 
plans. Making standardised-single-product models uncapable to 
absorb the coming environmental stresses. Huge crop losses will keep 
on happening if we don’t imagine and create resilient multi-revenue 
models.



WHY THE CURRENT DOMINANT MODEL CAN’T FIT

REDUNDANCY

DIVERSITY

FLEXIBILITY

EMBEDDEDNESS

The idea that a single actor specializes in a single product alters

the adaptability capacities of operators and the system as

whole.

Fossil fuel dependency is no longer viable in a world where

peak oil and gas productions are being reached.

Focus on economies of scale force actors to extreme

standardisation of processes. Small unexpected production

bottlenecks have the power to crash the whole system.

Safety of globalized supply chains can no longer be taken for

granted (COVID). If one or two actors along the way crash, they

take the whole system down with them.



Energy

CLUSTER-THINKING APPROACH: A BIOINSPIRED SYSTEMIC MODEL

• Animal-based protein 

• Insect-based protein 

• Plant-based protein 

• Excess Energy



A MULTITUDE OF CLUSTERS 



REDUNDANCYDIVERSITYFLEXIBILITY EMBEDDEDNESS

The enhanced independency on 

externalities makes this model 

more resistant. (ex. COVID, 

Energy crisis)

The diverse revenue stream 

characteristic of this model, 

combined with the multiple 

symbiosis between crops, 

helps the system to respond to 

new stresses without failing as 

a whole. 

Small decentralized models 

seem more embedded in the 

future economic and ecologic 

context. Shorter supply chains, 

less dependency on oil & gas, 

reindustrialization in the EU…

Functional redundancy: 

different kind of protein 

sources, multitude of clusters 

serving the population…

WHY THIS MODEL FITS



FINANCIAL VIABILITY

Carbon tax at EU’s 

borders strengthens 

competitiveness

Maturity of technologies 

lowers CAPEX  

Multiple sources of 

revenues strengthens 

competitiveness

Concept of inclusive 

growth: virtuous cycle

Physical symbiosis for 

economical performances 

(biomimetism) : lowers OPEX



ANY QUESTIONS ?


